CURRAN GROUP JOBS
UPDATED 09/10/2007

BULK SOLVENT PURCHASE: FA, CHU
CHEMICAL INVENTORY: EVELINE, CHU
CHEMICAL PURCHASES: ELLIOT, DAVE
COMPUTERS/WEB SITE/PRINTERS: MARIA, ANDREY
COOLERS: ELLIOT
DRY ICE: ELLIOT, EDMOND
GAS CYLINDERS/LIQUID NITROGEN: WON-HYUK
GC: BIN
HPLC: GUSTAVO, ELLIOT
KUGELROHRS: KAI
PUMP CARS: REENA
SILICA GEL/S AND: REENA
SOLVENT COLUMNS: DAVE, JARED
SONICATORS: KAI
MELTING POINT APPARATUS: WON-HYUK
SPPED VAC: CHU
STINKY ROTAVAP: EVELINE
WASTE: JESSE